After strong demand by India, 2 High Commission drivers held in Islamabad for alleged hij & run release

**Prime Minister Edappadi K**

The toll to 479 and infection authorities on Monday evening which looks similar to the ‘devi’. They believe that it is the ‘corona mai’ or ‘worship of corona’ which is being held in the government offices. The incident occurred under the leadership of the 2 high commission officials being brought toabbage in the Indian High Commission, New Delhi.

Said sources, and Pakistan charge d’affaires Syed Hyder Shah was summoned to the Ministry of External Affairs which started worshipping corona as Chief Minister Edappadi K. The vehicle of the Indian Charge d’Affaires, Shahid Ali, was chased by the IGP of the Punjab police and was misled. This refers to a strong protest note to the Indian High Commission protesting against the harassment of Indian officials and staff.

Informed by the Pakistan security agencies over the last several years in the Punjab region, the Indian government decided to take action against the individuals involved.

The vehicle of the Indian Charge d’Affaires, Shahid Ali, was chased by the IGP of the Punjab police and was misled. This refers to a strong protest note to the Indian High Commission protesting against the harassment of Indian officials and staff.

In the note, the Indian High Commission has informed the Pakistan authorities on the incident and has demanded the immediate release of the two officials. The Indian government has also requested the Pakistani authorities to take action against the individuals involved in the incident.
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CUTTACK: Haryana reported 12 more coronavirus cases, taking the total number of cases to 4,077 while 527 recoveries were reported, according to a government bulletin.

No fresh recruitment as per 2015 new job policy

A total of 179 candidates were de-mobilised, while 217 patients recovered fully, the bulletin said on Monday. According to the previous government order, the candidates were selected on the basis of 74,636 of special categories of persons with disabilities, 651 special educators and 118 students.

The decision was taken during the Administrative Council meeting chaired by Deputy Chief Minister Shushil Goel.

No need for fresh recruitment as per 2015 new job policy

As per the bulletin, the total number of cases in the state is 10,935 while 1,280 recoveries were reported, according to a government bulletin.

The decision was taken during the Administrative Council meeting chaired by Deputy Chief Minister Shushil Goel.
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No plan for another lockdown: CM

STAFF REPORTER | NEW DELHI

Delhi Chief Minister Arvind Kejriwal has no plan for another lockdown. "Many people are speculating that another lockdown may be announced in Delhi in the near future," he said. "And it is not just conjectures. Kejriwal’s tweet has come while the number of COVID-19 cases in the state is on the rise again.

While Delhi has become a coronavirus hotspot again, the CM took to Twitter and assured people that there would be no lockdown. "There will be no lockdown. We are preparing for these trying times. "Given the current situation, the Centre has taken many steps to ensure that police are in front of the front-line health workers, the cops are a support to the administration. "The cases have been rising recently, but the police are ready to tackle these situations.

Kejriwal also urged people to stay safe and follow COVID protocols. "We are on the verge of another wave, and it is important to keep ourselves safe. Let us all do our bit to prevent another wave."

The official believes that the situation in Delhi and Gurugram has improved, but there is still a need for caution. "We have made some progress, but we should not be complacent. Let us continue to follow COVID protocols."

The situation is alarming now in other parts of the country, "The more we screen and trace, the better it is. Let us all do our bit to contain the virus."

He also thanked the people for their support and said, "The people of Delhi have been very supportive. Let us continue to follow COVID protocols."

**Indian Railways all set to provide 250 coaches for COVID-19 treatment**

Staff Reporter | New Delhi

The Indian Railways, which suspended passenger services due to the COVID-19 pandemic, has prepared 250 isolation coaches for COVID-19 patients. These coaches will be run as Shaktipunj coaches. According to the Railways, the coaches will be equipped with all necessary amenities and will be used for the treatment of COVID-19 patients.

The coaches will be deployed on various routes across the country, and Railways officials said that they are preparing for any possible increase in the number of cases.

The Railways have been working on setting up isolation facilities at various locations, and these coaches will add to the existing infrastructure. The coaches will be operated by dedicated staff, and necessary safety measures will be in place to ensure the health and safety of the staff.

The Railways officials said that they are working closely with the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare to ensure that these coaches are utilized effectively to treat COVID-19 patients.

**Mumbai: 270 people injured in stampede at CST Railway Station**

Staff Reporter | Mumbai

A stampede broke out at CST Railway Station in Mumbai on Tuesday, injuring 270 people. According to the railway officials, the stampede occurred due to overcrowding on the platforms.

The police have launched an investigation into the incident, and a team of experts is examining the cause of the incident. The railway officials have also committed to providing medical assistance to the injured people.

The CST Railway Station is one of the busiest in Mumbai, and the incident has caused a stir among commuters.

**Six fresh malaria cases reported; total tally 50**

Staff Reporter | New Delhi

With six fresh malaria cases reported last week, the number of people suffering from malaria in the National Capital has reached 50 this year. Meanwhile, no new cases of dengue and chikungunya were reported in Delhi.

The number of people diagnosed with malaria and dengue has significantly decreased in recent weeks, possibly due to the hot weather and increased rainfall.

The Delhi Health Department has been intensifying its efforts to control the spread of malaria, and health officials have been conducting door-to-door surveys to screen people for the disease.

The department has also been distributing mosquito repellent and nets to households, and health workers have been visiting slums and other areas to educate people about the disease.

Malaria has been a significant public health issue in Delhi, and the government has taken several steps to control its spread, including the distribution of mosquito nets and the provision of anti-malaria drugs.

Health experts have been advising people to take preventive measures, such as using insecticides and wearing long-sleeved clothing and trousers, to avoid contracting the disease.
China, India raised nuclear stockpile: SIPRI

China is building new, larger and more powerful nuclear warheads, and plans to make new warheads more effective, according to a new SIPRI (Stockholm International Peace Research Institute) report.

SIPRI says it has found evidence that China has developed, deployed, and tested new nuclear warheads, including ones designed to make it easier to disperse the effects of a nuclear explosion. These new warheads are designed to be more effective against targets inside cities, according to SIPRI.

The report suggests that China has deployed new nuclear warheads in recent years, and that these new warheads are more powerful than older ones. It also says that China is developing new technologies to make its nuclear weapons more effective against targets inside cities, including by reducing the size of the blast and increasing the range of its nuclear weapons.

China has also been increasing the number of nuclear warheads it deploys, according to SIPRI. The report says that China has deployed a total of 300 nuclear warheads in recent years, up from 250 in 2015. It also says that China is planning to deploy even more nuclear warheads in the future.

SIPRI says that China's nuclear warheads are more powerful than those of other major nuclear powers, including the United States and Russia. The report says that China's nuclear warheads are more powerful because they are designed to be more effective against targets inside cities.

The report also says that China is developing new technologies to make its nuclear weapons more effective against targets inside cities, including by reducing the size of the blast and increasing the range of its nuclear weapons.
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Kolkata man flies 2 kids from 4th floor for gutlu

KOLKATA SEEKER / KOLKATA

In a rare incident, a man from North Kolkata recently climbed on the rooftop of his house and threw off two toddlers from the fourth floor. The incident occurred during a lockdown to curb the spread of COVID-19.

According to eyewitnesses, the man climbed on the rooftop of his house and started yelling at the police and neighbors, threatening to throw the children off the roof. The police, along with a team of social workers, arrived at the scene and tried to persuade the man.

After hours of negotiation, the man finally agreed to hand over the children to the police. The children were then taken to a nearby hospital for medical examination.

The incident has sparked a debate on the mental health of the man and the factors that led him to commit such a heinous act. The police are conducting an investigation to determine the motive behind the incident.

The incident has also raised questions about the state of mental health facilities and support systems in the country. The government is planning to increase the number of mental health facilities and to provide more support to people who are struggling with mental health issues.
Depressed India

Mental illness is nothing to be ashamed of. Seek help if you need it. Help is there for you when you need it.

We are living in troubled times. The COVID-19 pandemic has led to economic hardship, and mental health issues are on the rise. Many people are struggling to cope with stress and anxiety.

If you are struggling with mental health issues, please seek help. There are many resources available to you, including hotlines, support groups, and mental health professionals.

Remember, you are not alone. It is okay to ask for help. Help is available, and you can get through this.
A study in contrast

My Noida neighbours fed my family when we got sick with COVID-19. But people in posh localities in Gurugram behaved innately with my sick brother.

There is nothing about people that most frighten me. It's losing respect for local traditions and ideals that I can't forgive. To me, the unambiguous right-wing is my sick brother, and I despise the way he treats my otherwise loving Noida neighbours. He treats them like he is a god for himself. He despises them because they are poor, and he treats them shabbily and unfairly. He's always been a snob. He's always been a racist. He's always been a self-righteous, ignorant, and disrespectful person. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist and a bully. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist. He's always been a bully, always throwing his weight around. He's always been a racist.
Atlanta shooting, statues news new focal points for protests

South Korea's call on North to stop raising tensions

North's Kristin presidential review of pictures of the ceremony and return to North Korea. North and South are not to reverse the peace efforts, said its new Foreign Minister Kang Kyung Won. A military tour to destroy a missile and North's military steps against South. "If one can do it, it must be done," Kang said.

If the military, on the other hand, decides to return the peace efforts, the UN will exercise its powers of enforcement. The UN resolution on the North's nuclear and missile tests is still in effect.

South Korea's statement also called for a "de-escalation" and "normalization" of relations with the North. The two Koreas are scheduled to hold their first high-level talks in February.

Beijing: China has been the target of new sanctions from the United States, which specified a fresh batch of Chinese companies and individuals for sanctions under the so-called "blacklist." The US has also imposed sanctions on several Chinese individuals and entities.
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Indian market plunges tracking global peers as Covid fears deepen

**Indian stock benchmarks on Monday fell over 857 points before Sensex tanked 552.09 points or 1.46 per cent in April.**

India's wholesale price index (WPI) fell to a 4.5-year low level in May, according to government data, despite a rebound in global cues. The data came a day after the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) lowered its growth projection for the financial year to 9.5 per cent from 10.5 per cent estimated earlier.

The WPI for industrial products, a sectoral index that captures over 400 products across industries, fell 0.42 per cent in May, according to the report released on Monday. The index had fallen 0.8 per cent in April. The WPI for non-agricultural products excluding food, fuel and light industrial products fell 0.54 per cent in May, lower than the fall of 1.26 per cent in April. The index had fallen 1.02 per cent in March.

Inflation figures were released a day after the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) lowered its growth projection for the financial year to 9.5 per cent from 10.5 per cent estimated earlier. The benchmark wholesale price index (WPI) fell to 16.8 per cent in April, the lowest since 2016.
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It’s a dangerous stroke

The COVID-19 is an infectious disease with a high incidence of complications. Even though 40-80% of patients who contract COVID-19 show mild symptoms, there are still a small percentage of patients who develop severe complications. This can be attributed to factors such as pre-existing conditions, age, and genetics.

Attack on brain

Thrombosis may complicate with neurological complications. Attack on brain may cause the following:

- Stroke
- Vertigo
- Loss of coordination and signs of slurred speech
- Difficulty to move one side of the body to difficulty speaking or form words

The concept of blood donation is extremely crucial in these times. It’s a vital process in healthcare and it has been a well laid criteria for acceptance since ancient times. As we are going through a difficult pandemic, this year has been screaming in so many ways. It is the only way by which you are coping with the situation. We need to spread adequate knowledge and raise awareness to ensure hygiene is maintained. Try and utilise all the benefits provided by the company. If you do not utilise all these benefits, you might be left behind in your professional life.

Do not worry about infections

The highest priority is to prevent severe complication caused due to stress and anxiety, hence we need to maintain a healthy diet and routine. The food intake should be organic and natural. Our places of comfort were turned to 9 to 5 workstations. Lockdown downfall. Our priorities have shifted from comfort to job. Daily life turned into a series of clicks. With so much going around, and the fear, alongside constant economic downfall people are looking out for food. With so much going around, and the fear, alongside constant economic downfall people are looking out for food.

A stroke occurs when there is an interruption in blood flow to the brain either reduced or blocked by hemorrhage. It can often kill brain cells if not treated immediately. Symptoms of a stroke range from difficulty speaking or forming words to difficulty moving one side of the body.

Stroke patients may have significant recovery if they get appropriate treatment within the golden hour (four to five hours) for intravenous thrombolysis and six hours for mechanical thrombectomy.

Treatmen:
A clot-busting drug known as tissue plasminogen activator (TPA) or the so-called “clot-buster,” as well as endovascular or catheter-based approaches (if delayed presentations) could be following.

While the risks of clotting related to COVID-19 are now apparent, many patients with previous stroke like symptoms might be afraid to go to the hospital. According to the National Stroke Association, more than 300,000 Americans suffer a stroke each year, and roughly one in 20 people will have a stroke in their lifetime.

It’s also useful to treat colds and fever. For the safety of your own family members, do not get infected. Do not go to crowded areas. Do not go to crowded places. Do not go to crowded restaurants.

Put your health at forefront

The key to a safe and healthy delivery and happy baby is a healthy and happy mother, says Dr DEEPMALA KUMAR

SLICK

C reatine, a 5-gram and two free global trials for women, and a platform for research, have all been making the headlines. The compound is synthesized from an amino acid called glycine and contains a wide range of health benefits, including improved muscle mass, enhanced energy, and decreased lactic acid.

Vaccine Hope

People are able to fight the COVID-19 infection and recover; the suggestion is that there is a possibility of a vaccine, which can be built into a new step. For new newborns – a face mask, a hand sanitizer and a pair of gloves will be used. Such steps also bring around the uncertainty of why is it most, or even of something inside. Stress precipitates the body for fight or flight. People who are prepaid for its own, which is too much used to fight and flight. Though the prolonged lockdown precipitates the body for fight or flight. People who are prepaid for its own, which is too much used to fight and flight.
Dia celebrates one year of Kaafir It’s been a year since actor-producer DIA MIRZA placed one of her career’s most challenging roles in Kaafir. The filmmaker believes that the message of humanity and conflict in the series bears relevance everywhere in the world, that it has been giving her “solace and support” right from the start. "I’ve always found a way to transcend fear and anxiety, and I try to help my friends and emotions,” says DIA MIRZA. "I cannot allow her to take away from ourselves and our communities. Kaafir is more than the stories it tells. It’s a constant reminder that the violence that exists is limitless and meant for everyone.”

She played the part of Kamal Malhotra, an imprisoned Pakistan army officer, who had been kept in a solitary cell for 20 years, reduced to a shadow of his former self. Kamal’s story is one of hope, resilience and the power of forgiveness. It’s a story of two men from different worlds who come together and, in the face of adversity, find a way to connect and understand each other. The series is a poignant reminder of the importance of empathy, understanding, and the power of love and compassion. It’s a story that will stay with you, and it’s a testament to the strength of the human spirit. Kaafir is a must-watch for anyone who wants to be inspired by the power of forgiveness and reconciliation. The series is a story of two men from different worlds who come together and, in the face of adversity, find a way to connect and understand each other.
Marcelo takes knee as Real win 3-1 against Eibar at 'new home' in Zixon's 200th game

M arcelo celebrates by taking a knee at Real Madrid's Alfredo di Stefano stadium from three months ago. The French left-back is already the Andalucia-born club's second all-time appearance maker behind Iker Casillas.

After scoring Madrid’s third goal in the 90th minute after taking his score to 14, Marcelo said in the post-match interview: “The great 

Casillas enjoys luxury of choice

Setien enjoys luxury of choice

Barcelona coach Quique Setien in mandatory hunting plains for the presidency of the Spanish Football Federation (RFEF) in Madrid last Saturday. The idea is that, by becoming RFEF president, Setien would like to offer the country the possibility of having a professionalised, well-structured, logical, well-organised and professional league. He said he was “very happy” to have been chosen as the new RFEF president.

“I would like to inform you that I have decided not to run for the upcoming RFEF elections,” said the Porto youth academy graduate.

“After thinking about the elections”, he added, “I have decided that I don’t do politics.”

Barcelona’s coach Quique Setien’s mandate in January has been long-term and very successful. His team is the leader of La Liga and he is looking for the title.

The victory over Eibar was the 14th win in a row for Setien’s side. It was also the 13th time in a row that the Catalans went to the top of La Liga.

Setien praised his team for their efforts and said: “We have been playing very well recently. The players are doing a great job.

The victory against Eibar was another step forward for Setien’s team. They are now just one point away from the title.

The former assistant coach of Pep Guardiola was appointed as Barcelona’s new coach in January 2019. He has been a positive influence on the team and has led them to great success.

Zinedine Zidane praised his team for their efforts and said: “The players are doing a great job. We have been playing very well recently.

The victory against Eibar was another step forward for Zidane’s team. They are now just one point away from the title.

The former assistant coach of Pep Guardiola was appointed as Barcelona’s new coach in January 2019. He has been a positive influence on the team and has led them to great success.

The victory against Eibar was another step forward for Zidane’s team. They are now just one point away from the title.

The former assistant coach of Pep Guardiola was appointed as Barcelona’s new coach in January 2019. He has been a positive influence on the team and has led them to great success.

The victory against Eibar was another step forward for Zidane’s team. They are now just one point away from the title.

The former assistant coach of Pep Guardiola was appointed as Barcelona’s new coach in January 2019. He has been a positive influence on the team and has led them to great success.